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Proof of Corollary 2: 
a) It is  clear that if pi(s) = pf or eJe! are constants 

satisfying the bounding inequalities (4.8,9), then they  lie in 
the disc A ( @ ; )  of Fig. 3. Applying  Lemma 5a and then 
Theorem  3a gives that the perturbed interconnected  system 
is  closed-loop stable. 

b) A similar form of argument using  Lemma 5b and 
Theorem 3b  applies. 0 
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in  multiple  decisionmaker (DM) problems is examined. A procedure is 
developed  for  generating  multimodel  solutions  based  on  certain  determinis- 
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tic information  patterns. This is acbeved by first explicitly  identifying the 
state space  structure  induced by the observation sets of the DM’S, and  then 
overlapping  appropriately the input  space  structure of each DM. Such a 
representation is used to identify the class of admissible  strategies which 
generate  multimodel solutions. Conditions, which depend  on the informa- 
tion  pattern, are obtained  under which these multimodel  solutions  admit 
partial  noninteraction among the DM’S. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE CONCEPT OF multimodel  strategies for large 
scale  systems has been introduced in [l]. It accounts 

for the presence of multiple decisionmakers (DM’S) assum- 
ing different  simplified  models of the  same  system. In [l], 
[2] multiparameter singular perturbations were  employed 
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to capture the multimodel nature of interconnected systems 
with  slow and fast dynamics. There was a strong interac- 
tion among the DM’s through the slow  variables, and a 
weak interaction through the fast subvectors. A multimodel 
situation resulted  when  each DM modeled  his own fast 
subsystem  dynamics  and  assumed a certain reduced order 
equivalent of the rest of the system. 

The role of time  scales  in  multimodel strategy design has 
been studied further in [3]-[5]  within the framework of 
multiparameter singular perturbations. In [3], the impli- 
cations of relaxing  the weak coupling assumption  on the 
fast subsystems  were  examined. In [4],  [5], the effects of 
random disturbances and nonclassical information patterns 
were  analyzed. 

The basic  challenge in multimodeling  is to identify the 
“core” where there is a strong interaction among all the 
DM’S, and other low-order subproblems where the interac- 
tions are weak. This leads to the possibility of decentral- 
ized strategy design by the DM’s, using  several  low-order 
models of the system.  Such a decomposition need not  be 
based  on time  scale considerations alone. 

In large scale  systems, the DM’S observe,  in  general, 
different variables  through their individual objective func- 
tionals. These  observed  variables  play a crucial role in the 
solution of the problem. In this paper we shall  focus on the 
role of the observed  variables in multimodel strategy de- 
sign. In fact we shall attempt to identify the core by 
examining the observability structure induced  by the ob- 
servation sets of the DM’S. Firstly, we shall  represent the 
system  in the observability  decomposition form using the 
techniques of chained  aggregation [ 6 ] ,  [7]. Then, by 
overlapping appropriately the input structure with the ob- 
servability decomposition, we shall be led to the class of 
admissible strategies (referred to as Structure Preserving 
Strategies) for the DM’s, which  generates  multimode1 solu- 
tions. 

The information induced multimodel solutions devel- 
oped here will be shown  to admit partial noninteraction 
among the DM’S under certain conditions whch depend 
on the information pattern. Two  types of deterministic 
information patterns will be considered; namely, Feedback 
Perfect State (FPS)  and Feedback  Imperfect State (FIS) 
(these will be made precise later). The results will be 
derived primarily for the two DM cases under the  nonco- 
operative Nash solution concept; but extensions to many 
DM problems and Pareto games  will also be  discussed. In 
problems where the system is completely ohservahle by 
each DM, we shall demonstrate how the observability 
decomposition  can be induced using state feedback. The 
applicability of our  approach to the control of large  scale 
interconnected subsystems and the control of multiarea 
power  systems  will  be  examined. 

11. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

2.1. The Problem 
Consider a linear system controlled by two DM’S 

i = A x  + B , u ,  + Bzu2,  x(O) =xo (la) 
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y, = c;x, i = 1,2  (1b) 
d imx=n,   d imuj=mi ,   d imy,=pj .  

The variables yi will  be  referred to as the “observation set” 
of each DM. These are in fact the controlled variables as 
seen through the performance index of each DM, and may 
or may not correspond to the actual system outputs availa- 
ble to each DM. 

The  performance  index of each DM is  given  by 

~ i ( Y l , y * > =  { Z J  l m  ( y~u ,+u:R ,u ; ) ‘~ lu , ( t )=Y~( . ) } ,  
0 

i = 1 , 2  (2) 

where y,( .) is the admissible strategy of DMi, measurable 
with  respect to the sigma-algebra  generated  by  his informa- 
tion  set (to  be specified later). 

The DM’S are  to select optimal strategies {y;ly; E r,; 
i = 1,2} such that 

~ ( Y ~ , Y ; ) < ~ ( Y ~ , Y ~ ) ,  V Y ; E ~ , ,  i , j = l , 2 ,  i * j  

(3) 

where { ri; i = 1,2) are some  admissible strategy sets for the 
DM’S to be specified later. The pair of inequalities in (3) 
define the  Nash equilibrium point. 

In large  scale  game  problems, the “curse of dimensional- 
ity” may render any direct approach to the optimal solu- 
tion computationally intractable. Hence there is a strong 
motivation for the DM’S to look  for alternative approaches 
to the problem  which  ease the computational difficulties. 
The  approach  formulated in the sequel  has the desirable 
feature that it induces a partial noninteraction among the 
DM’S leading to a lower order game. This is done by 
choosing appropriate admissible strategy sets Ti based  on a 
particular structural decomposition of the system. 

2.2. Structural Decomposition 
The observation sets of the DM’S given  by (lb) induce a 

certain observability  decomposition on the state space. We 
propose to exploit  this  decomposition to obtain multimodel 
strategies. To do this, we start by exhibiting  this  observabil- 
ity decomposition explicitly by transforming the state space. 
This may be done either by performing  chained aggrega- 
tion sequentially  with  respect to each DM’S observation set 
[6] - [8] ,  [18]; or, equivalently  by  making a similarity trans- 
formation directly following a procedure dual to the one in 
[9], [ 171 where a controllability decomposition was  achieved. 

The  transformed system  is represented as 

x‘= A-F+ E,#, + & u 2 ,  X(O) =X, (4a) 
y; = CiX, i = 1,2 (4b) 

- 

where 
- - - - 

A;2 
- 

A =  - 
0 0 A,,  0 
- 

- 4 ,  A42 A43 AM-  
- - 
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and 

are observable pairs. 
The eigenvalues of {xi;  i = 1,2} represent the modes 

which are observable only  to DMi but not to DMj ( i  == j ) ;  
the eigenvalues of AY3 represent the modes  which are 
observable to both the DM’S; and the eigenvalues of 
represent the modes whch are unobservable to both the 
DM’S. 

For simplicity we shall  neglect the jointly unobservable 
modes.  In a well formulated problem  these  modes are 
stable and do not contribute anything to the cost.  Hence, 
from now onwards we shall  assume the system  matrices to 
have the following form: 

4, 0 A 7 3  

L=[ ,” A; - &j ( 5 4  

12:: (5c) 

Cl = [CIl 0 CI3] 
C2 = [0 C22 C23] (5b) 

- 
B i =  B,, , i = 1 , 2 .  

The input structure specified  by the matrices El, B, are 
not in a form suitable for our analysis. We need to make 
input space transformations in order to appropriately over- 
lap the input structure with the observability  decomposi- 
tion. Assuming that the pairs {(x q), (A i ; ,  e,); i = 1,2} 
are controllable, there exist matrices G I ,  G, such that the 
input space transformation {u i  = G,Gi; i = 1,2}  gives the 
new input matrices in the following  form [IO]: 
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an appropriate basis such that !X = 9. I @ 9 2@ cp where !X is 
the state space and 3; is a controllability subspace of 
DMi. The input space transformations Gi identify ex- 
plicitly the control channels through which the individually 
observable modes are completely controllable [lo]. 

where  the pairs { (Ai , ,  B,,); i = 1,2} are controllable. 
Remarks: Before  performing the input space transfor- 

mation, we might  need to do another state space transfor- 
mation; but this  can  be done without destroying the 
observability decomposition. This is to put the  system  in 

2.3. Structure  Preserving Strategies 
The system and the performance indexes, after the ob- 

servability decomposition and the input space transforma- 
tion, take the following form: 

J . = - /  1 *  ( y , ‘ y j + u j ~ i i i i ) d t ,  i = 1 , 2  (8) 
2 ,  

where R i  = G/R,G,.  We shall  assume that 

The nature of the results obtained here  hold for arbitrary 
positive definite R , ;  but assuming a block diagonal form 
results in  simpler derivations. 

Before we obtain the Nash solution, we need to define 
the set of admissible strategies for each DM. The admissi- 
ble strategy sets that we are particularly interested here will 
be  referred to as “Structure Preserving” strategies and are 
defined below. 

Definition: A Structure Preserving strategy set  is the set 
of all  linear  feedback strategies which  preserve the observa- 
bility  decomposition (5) of the closed-loop  system. 

In the single DM case, the three component control of 
[7], [ 181 is a Structure Preserving control. After the first 
component achieves  decoupling, the second and third com- 
ponents which control the aggregate and the residual  re- 
spectively, are Structure Preserving. The design in [7]  was 
purely from a pole-placement point of  view without any 
optimality considerations. Here we shall  show that in the 
multiple DM case,  the  design of Structure Preserving Nash 
strategies leads to multimode1 solutions. 

111. MULTIMODEL SOLUTIONS 

We shall consider two  types of information patterns for 
the DM‘S: the Feedback  Perfect State (FPS)  and the 
Feedback Imperfect State (FIS). Under the FPS informa- 
tion pattern, each DM knows, at time f ,  the current state of 
the system x ( t ) ;  and  under the FIS information pattern, 
each DM knows, at time t ,  only the current value of his 
observation y (  t). 

3.1. FPS Information Pattern 
Under the FPS information pattern, the admissible 

strategy set ri of DMi is the set of linear state feedback 
strategies whch are Structure Preserving.  Specifically 

i=1 ,2  (9) 
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where i3iJ is the Kronecker delta. shown to satisfy (for i, j = 1,2; i * j )  
Now,  to find the Nash solution, we need to find a pair 

{y; E Ti; i = 1,2) such that the pair of inequalities (3) are 
satisfied. Substituting ii, = ?,(x) from  (9)  in  (7) and (8) we 

R,,F;TL,, + R j i ~ ~ ; 3  - B ; i ~ $ ) ~ i l  - B ; l ~ / ; ) ~ ; 3  = o 
W a )  

2 = Ax, x(0) = YO ( 104 (21b) 
get Riic;~i3 + R i i ~ ~ 3 3  - B ; ; M ; ; ) L ~ ~  - B ; i ~ , I ' ) ~ , 3  = o 

" where 

The  optimal solution { E ,  I;;*3, G.; i = 1,2)  will depend in 
general on the initial conditions X. [ l l] .  To remove this Mp&3 + Mi(;)&3 + A~l"ly + Iq1q3 + F;TtRjZG = 0 

dependence, we follow [ l l ]  and assume that the initial P C )  
conditions are  random with 

~ ( i ) +  + &M(i)  + M.(i)x* + A*"l3 + c! 33 33 33 33 13  13  13 r 3  13 

E [ - T , & ] = N > O  (14) + z'Riic: + el'RijF:. = 0 (22d) 

and modify the cost functionals to be & ; L j 3  + a:, L,, + L13& + l y 3  = 0 (234 

J , = - E ( l  1 cc: ( Y Q i i 7 ) d t ) ,  i=1,2.  (15) + L  33 33 + L  33 + ' + N  33 33 - 0  - (23b) 
2 jr, {Az,&3,&3;i=1,2}areasin(13)with{c.i=c,<.3=F;"; ,  

Introduce M I ,  M2,  L E R n X "  defined by F31 = Fg; i = 1,2}.  Solving  (21) we obtain 

L = i m E [ x ( t ) F ' ( t ) ]  dt. (17) = R,'B;, [ Mj;) + M,I" 'Li3L~I]  
+ k;1&4 [ Mi(;) + MJi)Li3 L;']. (24c) 

Notice  that even  though  (21a) and (21b) are coupled in 4; 
and E;*3, we are able to solve for them  explicitly as in (24a) 

M ; A + ~ " , + Q ~ = O ,  i=1 ,2  (18) and (24b). This fact plays a crucial  role in showing that the 
Nash solution admits a partial noninteraction. Substituting 

For any.given pair ( F , ,  F2) such  that  Re A ( A )  < 0, Mi 2 0 
and L > 0 satisfy the matrix Lyapunov equations 

AL + LA!+ N = 0. (19) (24a) in (22b) we obtain 

i = 1,2. (25) 

It  can be  readily  seen  from  (24a) and (25) that is the 
solution of an optimal state regulator problem with param- 
eters ( ATi, Bii ,  Gj: I?;,). The following proposition high- 
lights the multimode1 nature of the Nash solution. 

Proposition I 
Given the linear system (7) controlled by  two DM'S, and 

their performance indices (S), the design of Structure Pre- 
serving Feedback  Nash strategies under the FPS informa- 
tion pattern, leads to two  low-order coupled optimization 
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problems defined by 

subject to 

where 
A , ;  AT3 - B,,F3, 

i;= [ 
0 A 3 3  - Bj3F,, 

The solution to this pair of coupled optimization problems 
admits  partial noninteraction among  the  DM's, and is 
given  by the set of equations (22)-(25). 

At this point we  would  like to remark that the controlla- 
bility-observability of the triple {(x,, ill, c,); i = 1.2) 
guarantees 

ReA(&)<O,  i=1,2. (24) 

For the solution to be well defined we need  only to verify 
that ReX(k3)  < 0. 

The coupling between the optimization problems of the 
two DM'S is due  to the presence of the control gain F3J of 
DM/' in  DMZ's  low-order  model. Partial noninteraction is 
achieved because each DM can evaluate his control gain 
.F;: independently in a decentralized  manner  by  solving 
(24a) and (25). The control gains {y3$ FZ; i = 1,2> are then 
obtained by  solving the coupled set of equations (22c), 
(2W,  (231, (24). 

Hence,  we  have  succeeded in identifying the "core" of a 
high-order  game problem where  the  DM's  actually interact, 
and a pair of low-order control problems, one for each 
DM. This has been  achieved  by  restricting the admissible 
strategy sets of the DM's to Structure Preserving strategies 
under the FPS information pattern; and transforming the 
state space and  input space appropriately. 

Notice  that is independent of the statistics of the 
initial conditions since it is obtained from  (24a) and (25). 
But {y3, FZ; i = 1,2} do depend, in general, on the statis- 
tics of the initial conditions, as they are obtained from the 
coupled set of equations (22c)-(24),  which  may  be  difficult 
to solve in practice. The gain  matrices { y3. F;; i = 1,2) 
wluch  result in {Lf3 = 0; i = 1,2} are of particular interest, 
as they are computationally simpler to  obtain. Such a set  is 
given  by 

4.; = R; 'B;; l~/ l ) ,  i = 1,2  (274 

Fz = k,' [ i,'3Mj;) + 2i4M;;)], i ,  j = 1,2, i * j .  

(27b) 

where 

Furthermore { <T1 FZ; i = 1,2) are such that 

where L,, is the positive definite solution of (23b). 
Notice that if the initial cross  covariance N , ,  = NZ3 = 0, 

then (29)  is  satisfied if and only if &3 = = 0; which 
would  be true if the solution of (27) and (28) block 
diagonalizes  the  closed-loop  system. 

3.2. FIS Information Pattern 
It can  be readily  seen that when the output matrices are 

of the  form  given  by (5b), Structure Preserving strategies 
involving only static linear output feedback do not exist. 

When the output matrices split so that there are  separate 
observation channels for the individually and commonly 
observable modes,  i.e..  when 

linear static output feedback Structure Preserving strategies 
do exist, and belong to the  admissible strategy set ri 
defined by 

Substituting El = ?;(y , )  from  (31)  in 

i= Ax, x(0)  =xo 
- 

y; = CIX 

i = 1,2. (31) 

(7) and (8), we get 

(324 

(32b) 

i = 1,2 (33) 
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Define MI, M2,  and L as in (16),  (17), and partition them 
as  in (20). For any  given pair ( Fl, F2), such that  Re A(  A") < 
0, Mi 2 0, and L > 0 satisfy the matrix Lyapunov equations 

M;A+ B M ~  + 0; = 0; i = 1,2 (36) 

AL + u-'+ N =  0. (37) 
Applying the Matrix Minimum Principle, the optimal c, 3, F; for the Feedback Nash solution can be  shown 
to satisfy (for i, j = 1,2; i * j )  

6 G i  LiiCi + kc,, L:,C; 

t;c; Li3C3 + L3,C:, 

= R; '8;; [ ML!)Li;ci + M,';')L;,C;] (38a) 

= R . ~ B ~ ~ ~ [ M , S ~ ) L ~ , C ~ + M ~ ~ ) + L ~ ~ C ~ ]  (38b) 

&. = k,' [hi3 M$i)L33c3 + 8;3M/i)ki3c3 

+ B p 4 C ) L i 3 C 3  + B;4M/;)L33q3] x [ < 3 L 3 3 q 3 ]  - I  

(384 

I J  JJ  (394 

where 
MJ!' = MO) 2 M;;' = 0 

M,',')A: + AT/ML" + ci ( I  + efiiie) C i  = 0 (39b) 

M;1),iT3 + M/;)A;, + &'M/;) 

+- G ( I +  efiijfi)c3 = o (39c) 

M33 33 
(])A* + A*/ M ( i )  + M . " ) ~ T ~  + @;M/;) 

33 33 I3 

+ c3(I+ & R i i &  + Q.'RijQ.)C3 = 0 (39d) 

&Lii + L i i $ / +   e 3 L I 3  + L,,kT;+ 8.; = 0 (40a) 

k;L,, + 4 3 L 3 3  + Li3& + q3 = 0 (40b) 

4 , L 3 ,  + L3,k:; + N33 = 0. ( 4 0 ~ )  

$3; i = 1,2} are as in (35) with {ei = e, = E 3  = e;, F3; = E.; i = 1:2}. The following proposition highlights 
the multimode1 nature of the Nash solution. 

Proposition 2 
Given the linear system (7a) controlled by  two DM'S, 

their observation sets (30) and their performance indexes 
(8),  the  design of Structure Preserving  Feedback  Nash 
strategies under the FIS information pattern leads to two 
low-order  coupled optimization problems defined by 

x 

where 

The solution to this pair of coupled optimization problems 
is  given  by the set of equations (38)-(40). 

Now,  unlike the earlier problem of Section 111-3.1, we 
need  to  verify that 

ReA(*i)<O, i=1,2,3 

for the solution to be well defined. Also  unlike the earlier 
case, the Structure Preserving Feedback  Nash solution of 
Proposition 2 is  completely interacting. This is  essentially 
due to the fact that (38a) and (38b) cannot  be solved 
explicitly for and &. Another significant difference is 
that now all the optimal gains {e, <:, e; i = 1,2} depend 
on the statistics of the initial conditions. 

Partial noninteraction results  when { Li3 = 0; i = 1,2}. In 
this case the optimal solution is  given  by (i, j = 1,2; i f j )  

e = k ~ 1 8 ~ j ~ ~ I ) ~ i i ~ . ( ~ j ~ i j ~ . ) - 1  (41 a) 

8; = R, IB;iM/;)L33q3 ( < 3 L 3 3 q 3 )  - (41b) 

e. = i ZJ 7. [ Bi3 M&c33q3 + M/(3)L3,C3] 

. (<3L33C3)-1.  ( 4 1 ~ )  

M:), M!;), MI;) are obtained from  (39)  with the control 
gains  given  by  (41). L,, is obtained from (~OC), and Lji is 
the positive definite solution of 

AT, Lji + LfiA? + 4.; = 0. (42) 

Furthermore {E;, F;.; i = 1,2} are  such  that 

e3~, ,  + 83 = 0, i = 1,2. (43) 

Now e is  first obtained by each DM independently on 
solving  (39b),  (41a), and (42). Ths is the optimal solution 
of an  output regulator problem  with  parameters 
(ATl, BiI,  c;, N,;) [ I  11. 
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In cases  when the output matrices do not split as  in (30), 
the FPS Structure Preserving Nash strategies of Proposi- 
tion 1 can be synthesized as feedback  strategies  using 
dynamic observers. 

We let 

where 

+ ~ , { y , - [ [ c , ,  [c,,]i,}, i , j = 1 , 2 ;  i = = j  (45) 

{c, y3, F;.; i = 1,2} are given  by  (24), and K,  is the 
observer  gain to  be chosen  by each D M .  

Notice that the dimension of the observer of each DM is 
equal to the dimension of his own  observable  eigenspace, 
which  is  all he needs to reconstruct in order to implement 
the FPS Structure Preserving  strategy. 

Defining e, = z ,  - i,, we  get 

=Ale , ;  i , j = 1 , 2 ;  i = =  j. (46) 

If we  choose K,  such that 

~ e h ( A , ) < - - ,  1 p i > O ,  i=1 ,2  (47) 
P i  

p i k i  = Alei 
then we can write - 

strategy for the  system  (49) and the performance indices 
(8) within the class of admissible  strategies pl defined  by 

(53) 

The Feedback Nash strategy f: E p, will in general depend 
on  the choice of the observer  gains K;. We do not compute 
y; because  the  strategy U, given  by (44), or  equivalently  by 
(50), has the property of being Near-Equilibrium and 
Asymptotic Nash [16]  as  established  by  the  following pro- 
position. 

Proposition 3 
The strategy %.(i,) = y , (F ,  e ; )  given by (44) (or (50)) is 

Near-Equilibrium and Asymptotic Nash within the class f', 
defined  by  (53). That is 

lim ( J , ( X , ~ ) - J , ( ? , , U , ) } = ~ .  
IlPll - 0 

V f l E r 1 ,  i, j = 1 , 2 ,  i = = j  
and 

lim { J , ( % . , ~ ~ ) - J ~ ( % , Y , ) } = o .  
IlPll + 0 

V?, E rJ such that J , (x ,  f J )  < (x,?); i, j = 1,2; i == j. 

the results of 131. 
The proof of the above Proposition follows readily from 

Iv. DECOUPLING OF COMPLETELY OBSERVABLE . .  

ReX(2;) < -1,  i=1,2.  (48) SYSTEMS 
In situations when the whole  system  is  completely ob- 

Hence,  by the Observer dynamics fast, servable through the observation  set of each DM, the 

perturbed system, i.e., j as . O. Rewriting the the DM'S have  access to all the states then the observabifity 
we can represent the error system as a stab1e ''core''  is the full problem  itself.  But in Some such cases,  if 

composite system and the  feedback  strategies as decomposition can be  induced  by  using state feedback. The 

has been studied in detail in [ 181. Here we shall outline the 

Suppose after appropriate  state space, input  and  output 
D i = y i ( X , e j ) = -  space transformations, the system can be put in the follow- 

i= A-x+ B I Z l  + B 2 P ,  role of the decoupling control in reduced order modeling 

= A,e,, i = 1,2 (49) procedure for multiple DM problems. 

ing form [ 181 : 

+[ 7 :]ej. i=1,2.  (50) 

Since e, + 0 as pI 0, y,(X, e;)  converges in open loop to a 
policy  having  a unique feedback representation, wl-uch  we 
denote by y / (X) ,  and 

%!(X) = y;(x), i =  1,2 (51) 

where {y: (X);  i = 1,2}  is the FPS Structure Preserving 
Feedback Nash strategy of Proposition 1. 

Due to  (5  1) and the results of [ 121,  we have yl= [Cll 0 C1,]x 
lim J , ( y , , y , ) = J , . ( y ; , y : ) ,  i=1,2.  (52) y2 = [0 C22 C,,] x (54b) 

IlPll + 0 
It is to be noted that (50) is not the Feedback Nash with { R , ,  q3, i = 1.2)  being square and nonsingular. 
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Now if the DM’s  use the following strategies 

(55b) 

then the resulting partially closed-loop  system has the form 

0 

0 0 

It  can be  readily  seen that the system (56), (54b) has  the 
desired  form of (7). Under appropriate assumptions, Pro- 
position 1 can be applied to design 6 , ,  a ,  as FPS Structure 
Preserving strategies. 

It is  significant to note that making the dimension of Bi 
as large as possible results in a “maximally  decoupled” 
system, i.e., a system in which the decentralized control 
problems  are of the highest  possible dimension, and conse- 
quently the “core” problem  is of lowest possible dimension 
[ 1 81. 

The use of decoupling control introduces a degree of 
suboptimality if the performance indices are chosen CI 
priori. This is  because the decoupling control is  chosen 
from a purely algebraic point of  view without  any optimal- 
ity considerations. 

We  would  like to remark that the use  of decoupling 
control requires a degree of mutual cooperation among the 
DM’s. This cannot be guaranteed  under the noncoopera- 
tive Nash  concept in  general,  unless, the resulting ad- 
vantages constitute a strong enough  incentive for the DM’S 
to compensate for the performance loss  resulting from the 
use of decoupling control. But, within a cooperative frame- 
work, the use of decoupling control can  be readily ensured. 

In problems where there is a need for the DM’S to use 
the decoupling control, it will  be more appropriate for 
them  to  choose their performance indexes  with  respect to 
the strategies tii after the decoupling has been  achieved. 
Again,  this is easier to ensure in a cooperative framework 
than in a noncooperative framework. 

Hence, in situations when the  decoupling control has to 
be  used, a semicooperative or cooperative framework  is 
desirable for the application of our techniques. 

V. APPLICATIONS 
Now  we shall  examine the applicability of our design 

methodologies  to the control of large  scale interconnected 
subsystems and multiarea power  systems. 

723 

5.1. Large  Scale  Interconnected  Subsystems 
Consider the large scale  system  wherein  each  subsystem 

is controlled by one  DM having his own performance 
objective. The system  considered is of the form 

N 

ii = A,,x,  + Aijyj  + Bjiui (574 
j = l  
j*i 

y , = C i x i ,  i=1 ,2 ; . - ,N (57b) 

where the output variables y, are the interconnection vari- 
ables. The  above  problem  has been  considered in [7],  [8]  as 
a single DM problem. We shall demonstrate that when 
viewed as a multiple DM  problem, the techniques  de- 
veloped in this paper  can be applied for optimal strategy 
design. 

For simplicity we shall consider the two  subsystem  case 
( N  = 2). As in [7] suppose that each  subsystem  is 
transformed with  respect to its own output.  The 
transformed system can  be represented as 

By a simple reordering of variables  (58) can be written as 

+ 

r 

GI, 

0 

GI I 

0 

UI + u 2 .  (59) 

Now,  by makhg an appropriate input space transforma- 
tion [7] and letting DM1  use his own residual state feed- 
back to cancel the terms F[i)xir,  we obtain a system  which 
is in the familiar observability decomposition  form. The 
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interconnection variables yi represent the variables  observ- 
able by both the DM’S,  and the residual  variables x,, 
represent the variables  observable by  DMZ alone. 

Suppose DMi chooses his performance index as 

J ,  = T (y:y,  + x],Qjxir + CjR,C,) dt,  i = 1,2 (60) 

where u, = decoupling control + a,, then  assuming that each 
DM has  access to all the interconnection variables and his 
own  subsystem  variables, Structure Preserving  Linear 
Feedback Nash strategies tii can be generated from  mul- 
timodel solutions of Proposition l .  

5.2. Two Area Power System 

1 “  

This example has been  considered in [7] in the single 
DM context. Here we assume that each area is under a 
different conirol authority. We shall demonstrate how the 
system can  be  transformed into our desired form given  by 
(7)  without  using  numerical  values for the system parame- 
ters. Once this has been  accomplished,  it  is a routine 
numerical  exercise to compute the optimal strategies for a 
given  set of system parameters. 

A two area power  system  with  each area containing two 
thermal plants is constructed from  [14]. The system is 
modeled  by 

3 = A x  + B,ul + B2u2 

y; = cjx, i = 1,2 (61) 

where x E RI9, u1 E R2,  u2 E R2, y ,  E R2, y2 E R2.  The 
state, control, and  output variables are defined  in Appen- 
dix A. The system  matrices are given  by 

A =  

lay;) o o o 1 

The  parameters  appearing in the system  matrices are de- 
fined  in Appendix B. 

After  two steps of chained  aggregation  [6],  [7] and  one 
input space transformation, we obtain the  following rep- 
resentation: 

Y , E  R6; x,€ R6; Y 3 € R 7  (62) 

where 

F33 = 
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D = [o d4, 0 0 0 &I’ 
Gr‘,) = [0 g,&) 0 0 0 g:;’]’ 

GI;) = [0 gi i )  0 0 0 01‘ 

G,, = [0 0 0 0 g i ; )  0 01’ 

G32 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 gi:’]‘. 

The  parameters  appearing in the transformed system  (62) 
are  gven in terms of the parameters of original system in 
Appendix C .  

Now we need to apply a decoupling control to cancel out 
the terms E ; ,  and F32 in (62). The  decoupling control is 
chosen  to  be 

cy) = [ q  kl” q )  k6‘) )4”]~; + cy) 

J (63) ,(,=-%, j = 1 , 2 ,  ..., 6,   i=1,2.  
gl;’ 

Substituting (63) we obtain 

where the values of c({) have  been altered by the de- 
coupling controls. 

Now the system  is  precisely  in a form suitable for our 
design  techniques. The frequency deviations in the two 
areas and the tie line power  flow  comprise part of the core 
variables X 3 .  The variables X,: X2 are the residual variables 
associated with  each area. 

The nineteenth-order game in its original form (61) may 
be  computationally intractable. But in the form (64), and 
allowing  only FPS Structure Preserving strategies, we  need 
only to solve  two sixth-order optimal control problems, 
and  one seventh-order problem where the two  DM’S inter- 
act. 

VI. EXTENSIONS 
In this  section we shall  discuss  briefly  extensions of our 

ideas to many DM problems and cooperative Pareto games. 

6.1. Many - DM Problem 
In situations with  more than two  DM’s there is  more 

than  one way to approach the problem; each approach 
resulting in a different order of simplification. Ideally one 
would  like to identify the individually  observable  modes, 
the pairwise observable modes, and so on; and overlap 
appropriately the input structure of each DM with this 
observability decomposition. The design of structure pre- 
serving Nash strategies would  then  lead to the solution of 
low-order control problems, problems where  two  DM’s 
interact, problems where  three DM’S interact and so on  up 

125 

In the three-DM case the ( A , C , ,  C2, C3) matrices in the 
observability decomposition form will  look  like 

- 
A l l  

A =  0 0 O A ,  0 0 A 4 7  

0 0 0 0 Aj, 0 A, ,  
0 0 0 0 0 A 6 6   A 6 7  

- 0 0 0 0 0 O A , ,  

cl = [ell c14 c16 ‘171 

c2 = [o cz? 0 c24 c25 0 ‘ G I  
C3 = LO 0 C33 0 c 3 5  c,, C 3 7 I -  

It can be  readily  seen that  the  number of blocks to be 
identified in the system matrices grows exponentially as the 
number of DM’s increase. Hence for a large number of 
DM’S such a decomposition may be difficult to achieve in 
practice. The other extreme would  be to identify only the 
modes  observable  by  each DM alone, and consider the rest 
as commonly  observable  modes. This will  result in only a 
first order of simplification  because the core problem will 
be of a higher dimension. Of course in practice, depending 
on the problem, any  approach in between  these  two  ex- 
tremes  may  be adopted, resulting in different orders of 
simplification. 

6.2. Pareto  Games 
Multimode1 solutions to cooperative Pareto games based 

on the structural decompositions of Section I1 can  be 
obtained  in a straightforward manner. To illustrate this 
point we shall give  below the Structure Preserving Pareto 
strategies under the FPS information pattern. 

Define the overall  system  cost as 
2 

J =  aiJi, O < a i < l ,  a , + a 2 = 1 .  (65) 

Applying the Matrix Minimum  Principle, the FPS struc- 
ture preserving Pareto strategy yF( -) E q. (defined  by (9)) 
for the system  (7) and  performance index  (65)  is obtained 
as (for i = 1,2) 

i = l  

+ [ Mi3 + M j i L i 3 L $ ’ ]  (66c) 

to the core problem where  all the DM’S interact. + E’Rjis)+ a , F ~ l t R 1 2 F ~  + a2FgR21e2 = 0 ( 6 7 ~ )  
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@, L,,  + 4, L,, + L,,a?; + N,, = 0 (6ga) x3, xI4 power output displacement of IP turbine in 
first thermal unit of area  1  and 2; 

4 3 L 3 3  + + = O* (68b) x4, xI5 power output displacement of LP turbine in 
The controllability-observability of the triple {(A:l, BZi, first thermal unit of area  1  and 2; c,); i = 1.2) guarantees {Re A(@;) < 0; i = 1,2}. For the x 5 ,  x16 valve  position  displacement in second thermal 
solution to be well defined we need  only to verify that unit of area 1 and 2;  
Re A(a;,) < 0. The solution  given  by (66)-(68) has fea- x6? x17 Power output displacement  of HP turbine in 
tures similar to the Nash problem of Section 111-3.1 m e  second thermal unit of area 1 and 2; 
partial noninteraction, etc). x,, xI8 power output displacement of IP turbine in 

The Structure Preserving Pareto strategies under the  FIS second thermal unit of area 1 and 2 ;  
information can be obtained in a similar manner. The x 8 7  x19 Power output displacement of Lp turbine in 
solution will have  features  similar  to the Nash problem of second thermal unit of area 1 and 2; 
Section 111-3.2. x9,  x, , frequency  deviation of area 1 and 2; 

XI0 tie-line  power flow connecting area 1 and 2; 
VII. CONCLUSIONS u!‘), ui2) set point adjustment of first thermal unit in 

This paper has dealt  with  modeling and control strategy area 1 and 2; 
interaction in a multimodel  context. The role of the ob- u$”. ui2) set point adjustment of second thermal unit in 
servability structure in multiple DM problems  has  been  area 1 and  2; 
examined. By identifying  explicitly the observability  de- Y1“’, Yj2)  frequency deviation of area 1 and 2; 
composition induced by  the  observation  sets of the DM’s, Y J ’ ) ,  Yi2’ Power  flow  of area 1 and 2. 
and by  overlapping appropriately the input structure of 
each DM, we have  shown that the design of Structure 
Preserving  Feedback Nash strategies  leads to multimode1 The Physical parameters for each area are as follows: 
solutions. Under the FPS information pattern, the multi- r Permanent speed drop; 
model  solutions are shown to admit partial noninteraction time constant of the system  pilot  valve-servomotor 
among the DM’s. Under the FIS information pattern, turbine gates; 
Structure Preserving  strategies  involving  only  linear static Tu time constant of the turbine (characterizes the delay 
output feedback do not  exist in general.  When the output between control valve action and turbine n o d e  ac- 
matrices  split so that there are separate observation chan- tion); 
nels for the individually and commonly  observable  modes,  time constant characterizing the time  delay in  the HP 
Structure Preserving  strategies do exist and are again  gen- turbine reheater and reheat  piping; 
erated from  multimodel  solutions.  But  in  this  case, the T, time constant characterizing the time  delay  in the IP 
solution  is  completely interacting unless certain conditions turbine and crossover piping; 
on the statistics of the state variables are satisfied. When c, fraction of total Power  generated  by HP turbine; 
the output matrices do not split, the FPS Structure Pre- fraction of total Power  generated  by Ip turbine; 
serving  strategies can be synthesized  using  observers  with coefficient characterizing the influence of frequency 
arbitrarily fast  dynamics.  This  strategy  has the property of variation on turbine output variation (turbine self- 
being  near-equilibrium and asymptotic Nash. When the regulation); 
system  is  completely  observable  by  each DM, the observ- Kt ProPOrtionalitY factor connecting the control valves 
ability  decomposition can be induced  by  using the decou-  position variation and HP turbine output variation in 
pling  controls.  But in such  situations, a semicooperative or the steady state ( K ,  for 1P and LP turbines are very 
cooperative  framework  is  desirable.  close to 1 since  power variations of these turbines in 

subsystems and control of multiarea  power  systems  have e, Participation of the unit in total system output; 
been  examined; and extensions to many DM problems and e; load turbine and system  self-regulation coefficient 
cooperative Pareto games  have  been  discussed. not including the participation of the unit under 

In practice,  it  may be possible to combine the multitime consideration (lead  characteristic); e = e; -X!= ,e,T,; 
scale approach of [ 11-[5] and the information based ap- T system ~ccekration time constant = Tp +x?= l e , T ~ , ;  
proach developed  here.  Based on the slow  observation  sets Tp time constant due to the mechanical inertia of the 
of the DM’S, we could  isolate a core of lower  dimension rotating masses in the load; 
within  the  slow  core. TG, unit  acceleration  time constant, TG, = 2H1; 

APPENDIX €3 

Applications to the control of large  scale interconnected the steady state are equal); 

H inertia time constant. 
APPENDIX A The nonzero  elements of the matrices A ,  B , ,  B,, C,, C2 

The state, control, and  output variables  have the follow-  expressed in terms Of the physical parameters are: 

x,, xl2 valve  position  displacement  in first thermal 
ing physical  meaning: r 1 K,I 1 a , ,  = - 1. , a,,= - - -  

TI  TI ’ a2,= -; I a22 = - - ; 
unit of area 1  and 2: Tu1 

x2, xI3 power output displacement of HP turbine in = T 1 ; ~1,~ = - -. 1 1 1 
first thermal unit of area  1 and 2; 

’ a43 =Ti a , = - - ;  
rl “I I 
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The  parameters h I 2 ,  hZ1,  h23, and h,, describe the tie-line 
dynamics and  interconnection with the two areas. 

APPENDIX C 
The  parameters for each area, appearing  in the trans- 

formed system (62), are obtained as follows: 

f l l  =a,; f 2 2  = ‘33; 

fU = (‘43‘94 - ‘94‘93 + a93 + ‘23)‘32 

~ ~ a 2 2 a 9 2 ~ ‘ 3 2 a 9 3 ~ ‘ 4 4 a 9 2 ~ ~ a 2 2 ~ u 2 3 ~ ~  

f 2 4  = (‘22‘92 + ‘32‘93 - ‘44‘92)a21 

+‘91‘2l(‘1l -‘33); 

f25 = (‘88 - ‘33)(‘88‘98 - ‘44‘98); 

f 2 6  = (‘88‘98 - ‘44‘98)‘87 

~ ~ a 7 7 ~ u 3 3 ~ ~ ‘ 7 7 ‘ 9 7 ~ ‘ 8 8 ‘ 9 8 ~ ‘ 4 4 a ~ ~ ~  

f 2 7  == (‘77’97 -k ‘88‘98 - ‘44‘97)‘76 

~ ~ ‘ 6 6 ~ a 3 3 ~ ~ ‘ ~ ’ 6 6 ~ ‘ 9 7 ‘ 7 6 ~ ‘ ~ a 9 6 ~ ~  

f 2 8  = (‘96‘66 -k ‘97’76 - ‘44’96)‘65 

+(‘55-‘33)‘65‘96~ 

f 3 3 = ’ 2 2 ;   f 3 4 = ‘ 2 l ;  f44=‘11; 
f 5 5  = ‘88; f 5 6  = ‘87 ; f 6 6  = ‘17; 

f 6 7  = ‘78; f 7 7  = ‘66; f 7 8  = ‘65; 

f 8 8  = ‘55; g 2 1  = ‘92‘ZIbl4; 

g22=a65a96b52;  g41 = b , 4 ;  

g 5 2  = b52;  g42 = - - ; g 4  I g22 

g2 1 

d21 r= ‘92‘21‘19 + ‘65‘96’59; 

d41 = 0 1 9 ;  d8, = ‘59- 
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